TESTIMONIAL…..How Professional Project Management program conducted by SABCONS
helped Jyothi to become a successful jewellery entrepreneur.
Dear Sir
It was great talking to you yesterday.
Let me rewind and tell you couple of things
I was checking with couple of friends on the PMP Program way back in 2010 and that is how I got
to know about Sabcons . My friend has guaranteed that the class given by you would be something
we would cherish in our life later. I did not have any expectations other than attending the class
for a preparatory exam. I have never stayed awake for any classroom sessions through out my
carrier. I used to fall asleep in 1 hrs time. So the thought of classroom session itself used to keep
me off. You wouldn’t believe If I say I have attended a corporate Art of Living and slept for that
too . I should thank you sir for giving the credit of keeping me stay awake and think through
out the classroom sessions. Post the class I wanted to write the exam not for getting a promotion
or get a high package but for the benefit of myself.
It was tough with a kid around, working for 10 hrs and cooking, but I was determined and passed
out with very good scores in March 2011.
You have given me the opportunity to come and speak about my PMP experience there. I felt
really happy and it still remains as a memorable day.
I wanted to start something of my own last year and hence started off with my initiation phase. It
took 2-3 months for me to go live with my passion.
I wanted it to be different and decided to go with only Semi precious beads as it is natural rock
and will not create any hazard /issues to anyone around. I have checked with many stores, made
some loss with Indian suppliers and have decided to procure all materials from GEM certified
stores abroad.
I have initially started selling to my friends and then to a group outside. After receiving good
response I created a page in face book. I hardly keep my jewels in any online stores as things gets
picked up very fast when I upload it in FB. I dint want to keep in any boutique as I don’t like
people trying it out, I prefer the jewels going fresh to the person who is buying it.
During this process I have learned and implemented all the phases and stages on Project
Management. I keep learning new stuffs and read to enhance my knowledge in this field.
I will not say I wouldn’t have started Mayuri Jewels without PMP. But I can truly say that I
wouldn’t have been able to do it as effectively and efficiently without the training and knowledge I
have gathered through the course and exam.
Thanks a lot Sir for enabling me as an entrepreneur. I do procurement of resources to product
delivery myself now. Will see how it goes. This has also helped me to create many new passions
like doing product photography, I name all my jewels, name of the jewel is the identification code
that is something I really like doing .
My page is www.facebook.com/mayurijewels Please feel free to go and browse when time
permits.
Last week there was a small feature in CityPlus sharing it for your reference
Take care and Keep in touch
Jyothi
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